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For the period of 2021-11-25 to 2022-01-20

Student Groups (Clubs, Services, and ISG’s)
- Ongoing mediation between Student and a Student Group
- Triple Play is now available for Student Groups for FREE
- Club Audit is ongoing
- Student Group IR’s are still under consultation, will be presented in February
- Activities Night Winter 2022 Jan 17 & 18
- Winter 2022 replanning of operations
- Executive Social

Mental Health
- Mental Health Roundtable
- Summary of Resources Guide
- Team virtual retreat
- Mental Health action week events
- Resource evaluation of SSMU services related to MH

Family Care
- Met with the JBSCE committee Dec 14
- Expanding the SSMU Daycare
- Started consultations to renew the Family Care policy

Projects
- Partnership with the Concordia Student Union for Events in the End of February
- Triple Play x SSMU (SSMondays, Activities Night, Student Group events)
- SSMU Portal phase 1 and 2 to be launched Winter 2022 (Forms and Events) + we hired two employees to work part time in the project
- Student leadership awards - Scarlet Key x SSMU
- New Spaces at the University Center - Multifaith prayer space, Advocacy Group space, quiet space. Leading the project are councilors Coussa and Javed.
- SSMU and Gerts Merch arrived (e-commerce to be launched)
- Website Updates done by February
- MiniCourses is Back
- SSMondays (1 SSMU event every week)

McGill Student Services and Miscellaneous
- Queen’s AMS reached out for consultations regarding workshops
- SSMU rep for Orientation session